
Physics and Optics faculty and graduate students, 1934.

8. Years of Change: 1934–1939

Hilda Kingslake

The years from 1934 through 1939 were years of great change, not only for The Institute
of Applied Optics but also for the University. Dr. Rhees in 1933 expressed his wish to
retire. He was 73 years old and had been President for 33 remarkable years. However, he
continued in office until 1935, when Alan Valentine was appointed. The first major change
for The Institute of Optics was, of course, the termination of the courses in optometry. The
class of 1936 was the last to graduate, six in number. Ernest Petry’s work with the
University was concluded at the end of the 1935–36 year, but Herbert Wilder continued
to have charge of the glass workshop until his retirement in 1938. Wilkins paid great trib-
ute to Petry in his 1932–33 Report to the President, drawing attention to his long service
to optometry and education. Petry died in 1960 and Wilder in 1953. Had he been able to
look into the future, Wilkins would also have reported that several of the 40 optometry
graduates had become immensely loyal to the University, giving outstandingly of their time,
their funds, and their labor in University campaigns.

The first change in the faculty of applied optics came when A. M. Taylor resigned at
the end of the 1933–34 year to return to England. He finally became head of the physics
department at Southampton University; he died in May 1979, aged 76. His place was taken
by J. Stuart Campbell (Ph.D. Caltech), whose particular interest was vacuum ultraviolet
spectroscopy. Unfortunately, he died suddenly in September 1939. C. L. Critchfield, with
similar interests, filled the unexpected gap for 1939–40, after which F. W. Paul was appointed
Instructor; later to become Assistant Professor of physical optics. His major interest was
infrared spectroscopy, and he continued with the University until 1947, working with
O’Brien throughout the war.
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During the academic year 1936–37, L. C. Martin, on the faculty of the Department
of Technical Optics at the Imperial College in London, changed places with Kingslake.
Martin was a physicist appointed in 1917 to be lecturer in physical optics and to take
charge of the laboratories, a most important part of any department at Imperial College.
He had several great interests in optics: color vision, instrumental optics, physical optics,
and the nature of the optical image. While here, he gave a course of extension lectures on
general optics which was well attended. He is known to many in Rochester because of sev-
eral books he has published.

On returning to Rochester for the 1937–38 term, much to Kingslake’s consternation
he was invited by Dr. Mees, head of the Kodak Research Laboratories, to succeed the
aging head of the lens design department at Kodak. Because he was loath to leave the
University and his work at The Institute of Optics, Kingslake’s first reaction was to refuse.
Thinking it over, however, he realized that in fact his industrial experience was lamenta-
bly brief—that more than anything else, he needed experience in industry for greater
competence in teaching an applied subject. Reluctantly, he explained matters to Wilkins
and Valentine. It was decided that he would teach prescribed courses as part-time lecturer
for the year 1937–38, giving half of his time to Kodak and half to the University.

In 1938, O’Brien was appointed Director of The Institute of Optics, thereby, as
President Valentine reported, “providing us with settled administrative leadership for that
promising branch of the College.” He followed the announcement with half a page of
appreciative remarks for Wilkins’ very fine directing of the Institute through its early years,
so ably that appointment of a permanent administrator was delayed longer than originally
contemplated. Wilkins died very suddenly two years later in December 1940.

In this same 1938–39 report, Dean DuBridge stated that The Institute of Optics was
being further developed under O’Brien, but that “the Institute is severely handicapped by
its inability to locate an adequately trained man to take over the work of Mr. Rudolf
Kingslake. The latter, however, is continuing to give as much of this work as his new duties
at Kodak allow. This is another illustration,” DuBridge continued, “of the unique impor-
tance of the work of the Institute, since no other place in the country offers training
comparable in this important field.” Kingslake was appointed part-time associate professor
and gave courses in his own specialty, lens design and system design. DuBridge could not
know, nor could anyone else, that a man later to become not only distinguished in geo-
metrical optics and lens design but also a pillar of The Institute of Optics, R. E. Hopkins,
was at that moment one of the young M.S. graduate students in the Institute.

DuBridge, in his 1938–39 report, also regretted that the large room in engineering, lent
since 1930 for the optics glass shop, had to be vacated to make room for the new
Department of Chemical Engineering. The glass shop was moved to the basement of the
Library. In 1938, there was another major change in the faculty: Gustave Fassin left town
to join another company and so had to relinquish his superb teaching of instrument design
at the University. He was a great personality, and his loss was a serious one for the Institute.

In 1939, the last of a series of greater and lesser changes was made: the Institute, so
far known as The Institute of Applied Optics, was to be simply “The Institute of Optics,”
reflecting O’Brien’s hope that its program would be inclusive of all optical knowledge,
with a correspondingly wide program of research.

Soon after becoming Director, O’Brien took part in interview-type University broad-
casts over the radio. He managed to weave in the history of The Institute of Optics, its
uniqueness, its range of courses, its equipment, and the fact that the demand for graduates
exceeded the supply.
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The Annual Report for 1939 submitted by Dean DuBridge drew attention to the
“distinguished work” of O’Brien and his students. A grant had been received from the
Civil Aeronautics Authority (CAA) for research on problems of vision and flying. Other
agencies of the government, both civil and military, were consulting him. The students were
also working on a cooperative program with the Smithsonian Institution on measurements
of the sun’s ultraviolet radiation, and radio-equipped balloons were sent up regularly to
the stratosphere for these measurements. Some measurements were made at lower altitudes
by airplane, with O’Brien both piloting and making the observations. These experiments
provided problems and instruction for both graduate and undergraduate students.
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